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We study the response of two generic neuron models, the leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) model and

the leaky integrate-and-fire model with dynamic threshold (LIFDT) (i.e., with memory) to a

stimulus consisting of two sinusoidal drives with incommensurate frequency, an amplitude

modulation (“envelope”) noise and a relatively weak additive noise. Spectral and coherence

analysis of responses to such naturalistic stimuli reveals how the LIFDT model exhibits better

correlation between modulation and spike train even in the presence of both noises. However, a

resonance-induced synchrony, occurring when the beat frequency between the sinusoids is close to

the intrinsic neuronal firing rate, decreases the coherence in the dynamic threshold case. Under

suprathreshold conditions, the modulation noise simultaneously decreases the linear spectral coher-

ence between the spikes and the whole stimulus, as well as between spikes and the stimulus enve-

lope. Our study shows that the coefficient of variation of the envelope fluctuations is positively

correlated with the degree of coherence depression. As the coherence function quantifies the linear

information transmission, our findings indicate that under certain conditions, a transmission loss

results when an excitable system with adaptive properties encodes a beat with frequency in the

vicinity of its mean firing rate. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3657920]

The spectral coherence function, used in a wide variety of

biological and engineering studies, measures the linear

correlation between input and output as a function of fre-

quency. In this paper, we studied the coding of neuron

models to signals made up of the sum of two sinusoidal

waveforms with arbitrary (but relatively close) frequen-

cies, as well as noise on one of the frequency components;

this latter noise is meant to represent random motion of a

stimulus source and other environmental fluctuations.

This is a generic signal in electrosensory systems, and in

other senses such as the auditory sense. We looked at co-

herence between the raw signal, as well as its envelope

(i.e., amplitude modulation) and the output spike trains

of the neuron models. We found that a neuron model

with a dynamic firing threshold—a well-known form of

adaptive dynamics—can improve the coherence in the

presence of amplitude modulation noise and additive

noise. However, the coherence is depressed by noise when

the beat frequency (the difference on frequencies of two

sine functions) overlaps the intrinsic neuronal firing rate.

Through spectral analysis, we observed a strong fre-

quency synchrony between envelope cycles and spike

events caused by resonance when the beat frequency is

near the intrinsic firing rate. This synchrony diminishes

the role of dynamic firing threshold in regulating the in-

stantaneous firing rate. Hence, amplitude modulation

noise suppresses envelope—spike train coherence by

causing variability in both envelop waveforms and spike

timing. A larger noise intensity leads to a higher depres-

sion level. This coherence depression is relevant in the

context of socially interacting weakly electric fish, but

also for the response of the ear to multiple sounds.

I. INTRODUCTION

The effects of noise on excitable are numerous and have

received wide attention in the last decades.1 A common

problem has been the reliable detection and transmission of

time-varying stimuli. For a subthreshold (i.e., weak) signal,

the well-known stochastic resonance effect (SR) states that a

single threshold system acquires an enhanced detectability to

this signal when noise is at an appropriate intensity.2,3 This

has also been studied for noisy signals via linear correlation

measures.4,5 For a suprathreshold stochastic signal, the inte-

gration of a network with N independent noisy devices can

maximize the amount of information transmitted via supra-

threshold stochastic resonance (SSR).6,7 In the context of

electrosensation, stimulation by a common external noise

signal has been shown to maximally synchronize an array of

non-identical non-coupled noisy neuronal oscillators at a cer-

tain intensity of the external noise.8

Apart from these and other investigations focusing on

single-tone stimuli with noise, there are a few studies where

the driving signal consists of two or more frequencies.9–11

For example, for a mixture of sinusoidal waves with frequen-

cies corresponding to harmonic components of a fundamen-

tal frequency, the output shows “ghost” stochastic resonance

a)Electronic mail: na.yu@uottawa.ca.
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(GSR) at this fundamental frequency even when absent in

the input signal.9 Two-tone mixtures are also important in

auditory research, e.g. in synchrony suppression,12 as well as

in electric circuits, e.g., in synchronization of Schmitt trig-

gers.13 There is still much to be uncovered and understood

when multiple sinusoids of incommensurate frequencies and

noise together drive an excitable system.

Here, we will consider a simple case, the superposition

of two non-harmonic sine waves with noise on one of the

amplitudes. The sine waves can simulate the natural stimuli

that a weakly electric fish experiences in the presence of

another fish.14,15 It is also a model for multiple sound waves

interfering at the ear, and for musical dyads.16,17 Of course,

systems forced with two sine waves have received a lot of

attention in the context of the quasi-periodic route to chaos

in the general nonlinear dynamics literature (see e.g., Ref.

18). It is also important in technical applications such as ra-

dar and sonar.19,20

Such multi-component stimuli are also important in biol-

ogy because they have fundamental components as well as

envelopes that are not present in the fundamental Fourier

decomposition of the signal. For example, beats arise, which

can be represented by the neural system via nonlinear effects.

Envelope processing has been shown to be important in

speech reception for human being,17,21 sound localization22

and acoustic communication in animals,23 detection of con-

specifics in weakly electric fish,24 and in the visual system as

well.25–27 However, there is little information on the dynam-

ics of noisy excitable systems in the presence of such stimuli.

Here, the quality of signal transmission in systems

forced with two waves will be characterized in terms of the

coherence function that has been used in theoretical and ex-

perimental studies as a frequency-resolved correlation

between input and output.18,24 We will show, through the nu-

merical comparison between a classical leaky integrate-and-

fire (LIF) model and LIF model with dynamic firing thresh-

old (LIFDT), which the introduction of a dynamic threshold

improves the detectability of the envelope associated with

two sine waves by model neurons in the presence of both

amplitude modulation (AM) noise and additive noise, while

the envelope - spike train coherence is suppressed when the

beat frequency overlaps the intrinsic neuronal firing rate.

Different from the fixed firing threshold in LIF model,

the time-dependent threshold of LIFDT model is increased

after a spike is generated to mimic refractory properties of

the neuron. This introduces intrinsic correlations between

interspike intervals (ISIs). The LIFDT model has been used

to simulate neurons in sensory systems, for instance electro-

receptors of weakly electric fish,15 pyramidal cells in the cat

visual cortex,28 and cochlear nerve fibres.29 The dynamic

threshold brings a new time scale to the dynamics, and

causes resonance effects. It is less clear what its effects are

on other direct and intermodulation spectral components.

Such spectral profiles have been demonstrated in other ex-

perimental and simulation work, including motor units of

pericranial muscles,30 the abducens nerve during eye fixa-

tions,31 and even in heterogeneous networks of inhibitory

neurons.32 We will see how different spectral measures

change with noise for the LIFDT model, and lead to certain

enhancements and depressions of coherence compared with

the standard LIF model.

In the context of electroreception, a prime motivation

for our paper, the electroreceptors on the skin of the fish

sense the electric organ discharges (EODs) generated by its

own or by other nearby fish.14 The EOD is a highly periodic

quasi-sinusoidal wave and each fish has its own signature

frequency ranging from 650 Hz to 1100 Hz. Electric fish rec-

ognize other fish through the beating of their EODs. These

beat frequencies (Df¼ the difference between any two EOD

frequencies) are reflected in the envelope and encoded by the

electroreceptors. The generic situation is the one where one

of the two sine wave amplitudes fluctuates in amplitude—

corresponding to another fish’s movement and environmen-

tal noise. The implications for electroreceptor dynamics are

thus of interest here.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce in

Sec. II the neuronal models, the stimulation signal and its en-

velope, and the coherence function. In Sec. III, we character-

ize the firing rate characteristics, the spectral profiles of the

spike trains, and the coherence between the envelope and

the spike train for both models. This allows us to evaluate

the impacts of the dynamic threshold, envelope and envelope

noise on coherence depression. A sinusoidal amplitude mod-

ulation (SAM) is used to further explain the origin of the co-

herence depression. The paper ends with a discussion and

outlook in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL AND MEASUREMENT

A. Stimulus and its modulation envelope

The stimulus considered here is mathematically described

as

Istim ¼ A1 sinð2pf1tÞ þ ðA2 þ rgðtÞÞ sinð2pf2tÞ þ I þ �nðtÞ:
(1)

Without loss of generality, we take a constant amplitude

A1¼ 1 mA for the first sinusoidal signal. The second ampli-

tude is stochastic with mean A2, i.e., A2þ rg(t), where g(t)
accounts for fluctuations caused by motion or orientation

cues.19,20,33 For electrosensation, it is natural to choose

A2�A1. The fi are generically incommensurate frequencies

less than an octave apart. The constant I represents the bias

current set by the complement of ionic channels in the cell.

For A1 ¼ A2 ¼ r ¼ � ¼ 0, the bias current I¼ 0.09 mA (or

0.4 mA) is the threshold for the LIFDT (resp. LIF) model.

We take I¼ 0.25 mA, which corresponds to a suprathreshold

signal Istim for both models; in fact Istim can reach maximal

value of IþA1þA2 periodically without noise. The noise

term n(t), which is Gaussian white noise with mean zero and

unit variance, represents the fluctuation on the synaptic input

with standard deviation (STD) �. We also choose �� r so

the results will not be affected significantly by this additive

noise. The additive noise is nevertheless necessary to obtain

the stochastic phase locked behaviour seen in electroreceptors

in the presence of A1 only.15

A simple form for the amplitude modulation noise g(t)
is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process, evolving according
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to cdg
dt ¼ �gþ

ffiffiffiffiffi
2c
p

fðtÞ where f(t) is another Gaussian white

noise (independent from n(t)) with mean zero and unit var-

iance; the correlation time c¼ 1 s. The OU process g(t) has

mean zero and unit variance, therefore the stochastic ampli-

tude has mean A2 and STD r. We also note that the OU pro-

cess g(t), as filtered white noise, evolves on a time scale

much slower than f1, f2 and Df: |f1� f2|. f1¼ 750 Hz,

f2¼ 920 Hz or 945 Hz, A2¼ 0.2 mV, r¼ 0.2 mA and

� ¼ 0:0001 mA were taken as parameter values for Istim

unless otherwise stated.

The envelope of the stimulus Istim, denoted as E(t), is

extracted using the Hilbert transform (HT) to produce an

estimate of AM. E(t) is defined by

EðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I2
stim þ Î2

stim

q
(2)

where Îstim is the HT of Istim. Reference 34 provides a deriva-

tion for the envelope of such multi-component signals simi-

lar to Istim. This envelope oscillates according to beat

frequency (Df), but OU process with slow time scale affects

its amplitude.

B. LIF Model

The classic LIF model has a fixed firing threshold. This

one-variable model is written as

sv _v ¼ �vþ rIstim; (3)

if v � hc; then v ¼ 0: (4)

where v is the membrane voltage and hc is the firing thresh-

old. sv determines the exponential decay rate of v, and r is

the leak resistance (reciprocal of the leak conductance).

According to the threshold condition in Eq. (4), v discharges

a spike when v� hc; and after firing, the membrane potential

is reset to zero, as shown in Fig. 1. The parameters are the

same as for the LIFDT model below, except that hc¼ 0.132,

which is approximately the average of the dynamic threshold

h in the LIFDT model for the parameters of interest. The

spike times tk (k¼ 1,2…) are recorded from numerical simu-

lations, and the spike train can be written as

RðtÞ ¼
X

k

dðt� tkÞ: (5)

C. LIFDT Model

The LIFDT model (see Ref. 15 and references therein)

builds on the LIF model by adding an extra differential equa-

tion for the threshold:

sv _v ¼ �vþ rIstim; (6)

sh
_h ¼ h0 � h; (7)

FIG. 1. (Color online) Time series of the

LIFDT as expressed in Eqs. (6)-(8) and

the LIF model in Eqs. (3) and (4). In

response to a same Istim (solid blue lines)

with its envelope (dashed green lines),

the membrane potential v (solid black),

and threshold h (dashed red) evolve. The

models produce a spike every time v
touches h. f2¼ 920 Hz and 945 Hz were

used for (a) and (b), respectively. Other

parameters are f1¼ 750 Hz, A2¼ 0.2 mA,

r¼ 0.2 mA and � ¼ 0:0001 mA, sv¼ 1/f1
sec, sh¼ 9/f1, Dh¼ 0.05, h0¼ 0.03,

I¼ 0.25 mA, and r¼ 0.328 m X.

047507-3 Noise-induced coherence depression Chaos 21, 047507 (2011)



if v � h; then v ¼ 0 and h ¼ hþ Dh: (8)

where v is the membrane potential of the neuron, h is the

dynamic threshold, and sh determines the exponential decay

rate of h. Firing occurs (8) whenever v reaches h. As Fig. 1

shows, following a spike v is reset to zero and h is updated

by Dh. The parameter values are sv¼ 1/f1 sec, sh¼ 9/f1,

Dh¼ 0.05, h0¼ 0.03, and r¼ 0.328 mX.

D. Coherence function

The coherence function (termed “coherence” below) is

used to quantify the linearity of the relationship between the

input and the spike train as a function of frequency. It

provides an estimate of the lower bound on the mutual infor-

mation between the input and the output for Gaussian sig-

nals.35,36 For two signals, X(t) and Y(t), it is defined as

CXYðf Þ ¼
jPXYðf Þj2

PXðf ÞPYðf Þ
(9)

where PX(f), PY(f) are, respectively, the auto-spectral den-

sities of X(t) and Y(t), and PXY( f) is the cross-spectral density

of X(t) and Y(t). The coherence ranges between 0 and 1,

spanning the range from no linear correlation to perfect lin-

ear correlation. The cross-spectral densities are also known

as frequency dependent gains. The coherence goes beyond

those gains by normalizing by the power at the signal and

output frequencies, and thus is a signal-to-noise ratio.

The numerical simulations were performed in MATLAB

(The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) using a standard

Euler-Maruyama integration technique with timestep¼ 2

� 10�5 s. The mean firing rate, power spectra or coherence

functions in Figs. 3-10 were averaged using 50 independent

realizations of g and n in Istim, and 30 independent n were

used in Fig. 2(b).

III. RESULTS

We first consider the case where a weakly electric fish

consistently emits and senses its own EOD. In this case,

A2¼ r¼ 0 in Istim; the resulting mean rate at which a given

electroreceptor fires in response to the EOD is known as the

intrinsic frequency. For the chosen parameters, these are 167

and 195 Hz for, respectively, the LIF and LIFDT models. As

we will see, with the introduction of the second drive at f2,

the mean firing frequency of the LIF model varies signifi-

cantly from its intrinsic frequency, but that of the LIFDT

model changes only slightly.

A. F-I curve and mean firing rate

To understand the processing of signals by these neuron

models, it is first necessary to discuss the firing frequency as a

function of constant input current (i.e., the F-I curve) for each

model, as well as input and output spectral properties. The

spectral characteristics of the input and of its envelope are

shown in Fig. 2(a). The two sinusoidal frequency components

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) PSDs of the input signal,

Pstim(f) (solid blue), and of its envelope, PE(f)
(dashed green). (b) F-I curves of LIFDT and LIF

models in response to a constant Istim (i.e., A1¼
A2¼r¼ 0 in Eq. (1)), without additive noise,

� ¼ 0:0001 (dashed lines) and with noise using

� ¼ 0:0001 (solid lines). The additive noise en in

Eq. (1) linearizes the threshold nonlinearity of the

F-I curves. Thirty independent realizations of n
were used when e > 0. (c) PSD of the spike train

R(t), PR(f), has the characteristic frequencies of Istim

and its envelope (i.e., f1, f2 and Df¼ |f1� f2|). The

same parameters as in Fig. 1(b) are used here and in

following figures unless stated otherwise.
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are clearly present in the raw signal, but not the beat fre-

quency. However, a nonlinear operation, here performed by

the envelope extraction (HT),9,37 reveals the beat frequency.

Figure 2(b) shows the F-I curve for each model, i.e., the

mean firing rate, fm, in response to a constant Istim

(A1¼A2¼ r¼ 0 in Eq. (1)). This curve is a static character-

istic of the model because it is computed for constant inputs.

It is nevertheless useful to understand how slowly varying

inputs are mapped to slowly varying firing rate fluctuations.

The noise term en(t) in Eq. (1) also linearizes the F-I curves

below and near the threshold (see Refs. 38 and 39 and refer-

ences therein). The addition of the dynamic threshold h
causes a divisive effect on F-I curve,40 i.e., a decrease in

slope of the F-I curve. This implies that a time-varying enve-

lope, caused e.g., by the AM noise rg, will produce larger

firing rate fluctuations for the LIF model compared with the

LIFDT model. In other words, the dynamic threshold can di-

minish the effect of envelope noise; however, at the same

time it reduces the dynamic range for coding any relevant

envelope fluctuations. We will see this point clearly below in

Fig. 3 and the analysis of the spectral peak corresponding to

the mean firing rate.

The parameters here are such that spikes occur mostly

during the upstrokes of the envelope. The firing rate is in a

lower frequency range than f1 and f2 in Istim, being rather in

the range of the mean frequency of the envelope Df¼ |f1� f2|.

The threshold nonlinearity is responsible for this “extraction”

of the envelope. This envelope thus has a spectral signature

as in Fig. 2(c), which shows the power spectral densities

(PSDs) of Istim, E(t) and R(t), denoted by Pstim, PE, and PR,

respectively. One can now think of the beat frequency also as

a driving signal. Also, it is known that the LIF models with

noise can linearly encode sinusoidal driving forces (see e.g.,

the theory in Ref. 41), and therefore this model can encode Df
as well as the high frequencies f1 and f2 (Fig. 2(c)). The same

holds true for the LIFDT, although linear response theory for

this model has not yet been developed.

The mean firing rate of the LIF model keeps increasing

with its “driving” beat frequency, Df, basically with a slope of

1 as shown in Fig. 3(a). This implies a good frequency syn-

chronization between E(t) and R(t) for the LIF model for these

parameters. However, the firing mechanism of LIFDT model

is mediated not only by the driving force but also the dynamic

firing threshold h. This results in ISIs being more restrained

near the intrinsic period (i.e., the inverse of intrinsic fre-

quency). Consequently, over the same range of Df values

investigated [150, 250] Hz, fm is less perturbed away from its

intrinsic frequency of 195 Hz than it is in the LIF model.

However, a strong variation of fm occurs roughly in the

range [185, 208] Hz, i.e., in the proximity of the intrinsic fre-

quency, as demonstrated in Fig. 3(b). Over this range, fm�Df,
indicating strong frequency synchronization induced by reso-

nance. The synchronization suggests a decreased stabilizing

role of the dynamic threshold h, and the LIFDT model

behaves more like the LIF model. For example, almost the

same firing patterns are seen for both models as shown in

Fig. 1(b). We can then further expect that AM noise rg has

more influence on the firing mechanism of the LIFDT model

over this resonant frequency range than elsewhere.

B. Spectral profiles of LIFDT and LIF models

As stated in the Introduction, PR obtained from the

LIFDT model displays distinct peaks at fm and f1þ fm (see

Fig. 4(a)). The height and width of these peaks is determined

by the coefficient of variation (CV) of ISIs, which is the ratio

of standard deviation to the mean of the ISI density. The

more regular the ISIs are, the lower the CV, and the higher

and sharper these peaks are. AM noise rg decreases the

height and broadens the peaks at fm¼ 194 Hz and f1þ fm
¼ 944 Hz (solid blue line). In contrast, envelope power is

strengthened by noise (see Appendix for a more detailed

analysis), with an increment of PR(f) at Df¼ 170 Hz from

4.36� 10�6 to 6.3� 10�6 (Fig. 4(a)—although this is diffi-

cult to resolve visually on the scale shown.)

By increasing f2, the spectral peak associated with Df
moves to the right and approaches the peak at fm. When

f2¼ 945 Hz and Df¼ 195 Hz (see Fig. 4(b)), these two peaks

FIG. 3. (Color online) Mean firing rate,

fm, of (a) LIF or (b) LIFDT model as a

function of beat frequency Df (or equiva-

lently f2 for a fixed f1) with envelope

noise intensities r¼ 0 (black squares)

and r¼ 0.2 (blue dots). Fifty independ-

ent realizations of g and n in Istim were

used to average the mean firing rate

when r> 0.
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coalesce and the height reaches a maximum owing to the

effect of resonance. However, the spectral peaks of the LIF

model at Df and fm are overlapped consistently because

fm�Df as previously stated (Fig. 3(a)). This also confirms

again, from the point of view of spectral profiles, that LIF

and LIFDT models share almost identical firing patterns

when Df is in proximity to intrinsic frequency. Envelope

fluctuations rg seem to decrease PR at Df¼ 195 Hz further

(from 4.2� 10�5 to 2.6� 10�5) in Fig. 4(b). This reduction

at PR(Df) could be interpreted physiologically as the

decrease in information coding regarding the envelope.

C. Depression of Envelope-Response Coherence

The coherence function between E(t) and R(t), denoted

as CER, was computed according to Eq. (9) and plotted in

Fig. 5. CER exhibits a peak at Df. In the absence of AM noise

(i.e., r¼ 0), CER(Df)� 1 for both models. When noise is

present (e.g., r¼ 0.2), the LIF model shows CER(Df) drops

to approximately 0.88 at the beat frequencies. We will see

below in Fig. 7 that in fact it drops to [0.85, 0.93] over the

whole range of beat frequencies investigated. Interestingly,

the LIFDT model has CER(Df)¼ 0.94 when Df¼ 170 Hz

= fm but CER(Df)¼ 0.84 when Df¼ fm¼ 195 Hz. At the

same time as this drop in coherence, the coherence peaks are

broadened by the noise g.

Similarly, we then computed the values of PE(f), PR(f),
the cross-PSD between E(t) and R(t) (denoted by PER), and

CER(f) for the LIFDT model for various Df. By picking their

values at Df, we could plot the above PSDs as a function of

Df in Fig. 6. PE is independent of Df; PR(Df) and PER(Df) dis-

play bumps over [185, 208] Hz because of the resonance

seen in Fig. 4. AM noise rg suppresses PR(Df) and PER(Df)
over this sensitive range while it slightly enhances their val-

ues elsewhere. This noise also induces the coherence depres-

sion over this sensitive regime, with CER(Df) reaching a

minimum at the intrinsic frequency of 195 Hz.

In order to quantify the influence of AM noise on each

function and explain the coherence depression, we calculated

the ratio of specific function values in the case of r¼ 0.2,

denoted as F(Df, r¼ 0.2), to those function values in the

case of r¼ 0, denoted as F(Df, r¼ 0). This was done for

F¼PE, PR and |PER|2, i.e., the blue dots divided by black

squares in Figs. 6(a)-6(c). The ratio for PE, marked as pink

stars in Fig. 6(e), shows that the addition of noise makes

PE(Df) increase approximately 1.23 times for every Df. The

ratio for the product of PE and PR, as the denominator of

CER, can be obtained by simply shifting the ratio of PR (red

FIG. 4. (Color online) PR(f) obtained

from (a) and (b) LIFDT or (c) and (d)

LIF model shows multiple peaks at fre-

quencies marked in the legend. As in

Fig. 1, two sets of (f1, f2) were used:

(750, 920) Hz and (750, 945) Hz. For

the LIFDT model, increasing f2 shifts

PSD peak at Df to the right; the value of

PR(fm) drops when r increases from zero

(dashed black lines) to 0.2 (solid blue

lines). Fifty independent realizations of

g and n in Istim were used to average the

power spectra when r> 0.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Coherence func-

tion between E(t) and R(t), denoted by

CER, obtained from (a) and (b) LIF

model or (c) and (d) LIFDT model,

shows a peak at the beat frequency Df.
When r increases from zero (dashed

black lines) to 0.2 (solid blue lines),

CER(Df) in (a) and (b) decreases when

Df¼ 170 or 195 Hz. For the LIFDT

model, upon increasing r, CER(Df)
decreases when Df¼ 195 Hz in (d) but

remains near 1 with Df¼ 170 Hz in (c).

Fifty independent realizations of g and n
in Istim were used to average the coher-

ence when r> 0 and same in following

figures.

FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) PE(Df), (b)

PR(Df), (c) the magnitude of cross-

spectral density between envelope and

spike train, |PER(Df)|, and (d) CER(Df)
calculated from the LIFDT model were

plotted as functions of Df with r¼ 0

(black squares) or r¼ 0.2 (blue dots).

The ratio of F(Df, r¼ 0.2) (the values of

a function F calculated with rg) to F(Df,
r¼ 0) (the function values obtained in

the absence of rg) was plotted in (e).

Because of the resonance, PR(Df) in (b)

shows a bump over [185, 208] Hz where

Df� fm; rg(t) leads to a coherence

depression in (d). A larger r further sup-

presses CER(Df).
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circles) vertically to 1.23 times higher. Thus, the shifted PR

ratio matches with the ratio of |PER|2 (green diamonds) well

outside of the sensitive regime, but the former is higher than

the latter within the sensitive regime. Given that CER(Df)� 1

with r¼ 0, we could estimate CER(Df)< 1 over approxi-

mately [185, 208] Hz and CER(Df)� 1 elsewhere. This coher-

ence reduction is caused by the further decrease of PER

under the influence of envelope noise.

CER(Df) obtained from the LIF model is suppressed by

AM noise all over the test frequency range, as Fig. 7 shows,

based on the same reasoning. The comparison between the

LIFDT and LIF models implies that the dynamic threshold

enhances the correlation between envelope and spike train,

with or without envelope noise, when Df is away from the

intrinsic frequency, thus improves the linear encoding of

stimuli. However, when the beat frequency is close to the

intrinsic frequency of the LIFDT model, the resonance along

with AM noise significantly increases both envelope fluctua-

tions and ISI variability, and consequently reduces the corre-

lation between E(t) and R(t) and eventually suppresses CER.

With increased r values from 0 to 0.2, Fig. 5(d) displays

that coherence is further suppressed by larger intensity of

AM noise. We next focused on CER with fixed Df¼ 195 Hz

and examine the influences of A2 and r on it. Figure 8 dem-

onstrates that A2 enhances CER(Df¼ 195); however, increas-

ing r causes a stronger coherence depression. This also

indicates that the ratio of r/A2, reflecting the CV of the enve-

lope, is positively correlated with the degree of coherence

depression.

FIG. 7. (Color online) (a) PR(Df), (b)

|PER(Df)|, and (c) CER(Df) calculated

from the LIF model were plotted as

functions of Df with r¼ 0 (black

squares) or r¼ 0.2 (blue dots). The ratio

of F(Df,r¼ 0.2) to F(Df,r¼ 0) was plot-

ted in (d). Here, the envelope noise

causes coherence depression all over the

test frequency range.

FIG. 8. (Color online) When Df is fixed at 195 Hz, (a) CER(Df) obtained

from the LIFDT model increases with A2 but decreases with r and (b) the

corresponding meaning firing rate changes slightly. The bar on the right

shows color codes corresponding to the value of CER(Df) (a) or mean firing

rate (b), respectively.
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D. Depression of Stimulus-Response Coherence

We also calculated the coherence function between Istim

(rather than just its envelope) and R(t), denoted as CSR, as a

function of f2 for both models. Figure 9 demonstrates that rg
reduces CSR(f2) everywhere, but particularly between about

935 Hz to 958 Hz, corresponding to the sensitive regime

where CER depression happens. Also, this noise suppresses

CSR(f2) of the LIF model everywhere. We note that Figs. 4(a)

and 4(b) showed that non-zero r decreased PR(Df) and

PR(f2¼ f1þD f) of the LIFDT model simultaneously when

Df� fm. The same reason that we stated previously for CER

depression can be used to explain CSR reduction as well.

E. Coherence depression driven by SAM

In order to further assess the generality of coherence

depression, we also used a SAM of a carrier, which involves

a product of two sinusoids, instead of the sum of two sinu-

soids as used up to now. Such SAM stimuli have been used

widely in particular in electrosensory systems research. Here,

we used more specifically a SAM with a stochastic amplitude,

which leads to the following form of the stimulus:

ISAMstim ¼ ½A1 þ ðA2 þ rgðtÞÞ sinð2pfSAMtÞ� sinð2pf1tÞ
þ I þ �nðtÞ: (10)

Here the frequency of the SAM, fSAM, is regarded as the beat

frequency, Df. Other parameters take the corresponding val-

ues as in Eq. (1). The simulation results, as demonstrated in

Fig. 10, of the LIFDT model with Eq. (10) as the stimulus

shows a similar coherence depression pattern as with the

original signal in Eq. (1).

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have performed a comparison between the responses

of LIFDT and LIF models to a sum of two incommensurate

sine waves with an AM noise included in the envelope of the

second wave. Those frequencies as well as the associated

beat frequency are expressed in the spike trains of the neuron

models. Using numerical simulations, we have demonstrated

that the existence of the dynamic firing threshold in the

LIFDT model causes a decreased slope of the F-I curve as

well as different resonance properties and susceptibilities to

AM noise.

We then showed how different spectral properties for

the fixed and the dynamic firing threshold models lead to

qualitatively different patterns of envelop—spike train co-

herence in the presence of AM noise. For the classical LIF

model with constant firing threshold, a coherence depression

over the whole frequency domain was found. Such a drop in

input-output coherence due to noise is to be expected. How-

ever, interestingly, for the LIFDT model in which the firing

FIG. 9. (Color online) Coherence func-

tion between the stimulus signal Istim and

spike train R(t), CSR, as a function of f2
for (a) the LIFDT model and (b) the LIF

model.

FIG. 10. (Color online) When ISAMstim

(10) with SAM is used as input to

the LIFDT model, CER(fSAM) and CSR(f1
þ fSAM) display depression.
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threshold is dynamic and perpetuates memory of past spiking

events, the coherence depression happens only in the prox-

imity of the intrinsic frequency of the model; outside this

range the model displays a high coherence near one. Our

simulation also demonstrates that coherence function has

similar pattern when a periodic stimulus at the frequency

equal to the mean firing rate and containing a slow noise in

its amplitude is applied (not shown.)

The firing mechanism of the LIFDT model is more elab-

orate than that of classic LIF model. The former is controlled

by three factors: the spike-driven dynamic firing threshold,

driving force (in particular its envelope in our case) and AM

noise expressed in envelope. This dynamic threshold works

like a band-pass filter,42 which enhances frequencies within

a limited range centred on the intrinsic firing rate. Outside

that range, the dynamic threshold filters out the slow AM

noise—which is in a lower frequency range than the beat fre-

quency), and consequently sustains the envelope—spike

train coherence.

However within that range, the resonance-induced syn-

chrony between envelope and spike trains dominates. AM

noise causes both envelope fluctuations and high variability

of ISIs, which leads to a low correlation between envelope

and spike trains. And this eventually results in a reduction of

coherence function. On the other hand, frequency synchrony

could be an efficient mechanism for signal transmission,

depending on the post-synaptic mechanism to read out the

information, but our results show that its performance would

be impaired by noise. This implies that the dynamic thresh-

old might be a strategy to compensate the transmission defi-

cit induced by noise, at least outside the range of the

intrinsic firing frequency.

The dynamic firing threshold is also a simple mechanism

to mimic the refractory properties of neurons. There is in fact

no need to include an absolute refractory property in that

model, since the dynamic threshold prevents unrealistically

short ISIs. Its nonlinear property of envelope transmission

makes the separation of spectral peaks at frequencies corre-

sponding to the envelope frequency and intrinsic firing rate

very difficult except in the case of resonance. More realistic

excitable systems such as the Morris-Lecar model or

Hodgkin-Huxley models intrinsically possess a refractory pe-

riod due to the action potential width. Further, real neurons

can exhibit firing threshold fluctuations as in the LIFDT model

which is well modeled by temporary shifts in the activation

curves.43 Hence, these models could have similar coherence

depression in a certain condition, for example when the driv-

ing frequency is close to their intrinsic firing frequencies.

We note that the LIFDT model belongs to the class of

adaptive neuron models, because the threshold evolves as a

function of past history. Following a spike, increasing the

threshold or adding a negative current—as an ionic adapta-

tion current would—leads to similar dynamics overall,

although there are some distinctions.40 While we have not

investigated this possibility here, it is likely that a leaky inte-

grate-and-fire type model with adaptation current—would

exhibit the coherence depression effect revealed in our study.

This is also expected for Hodgkin-Huxley models with

dynamic threshold or adaptive current.

Finally, in the context of electrosensation, our findings

suggest that P-unit electroreceptors would show less coher-

ence to a beat if the beat frequency is close to the mean firing

rate of the P-unit. Different receptors have different intrinsic

firing rates with a distribution well-fitted to a log-normal dis-

tribution.44 The precise origin and usefulness of this distribu-

tion are unknown. Combined with the distribution of carrier

frequencies of different fish in the same species - not to men-

tion other species - which sets the intrinsic firing rate of the

receptors, this implies that typical beats caused by the pres-

ence of other fish could often fall near the intrinsic rate of

specific receptors. The ensuing reduction in coherence,

uncovered in our paper, and possible loss of information,

may have implications for this distribution and perhaps even

for the need to shift the carrier frequencies of the fish to

accommodate their array of receptors.
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APPENDIX: SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE ENVELOPE
AND SPIKE TRAIN

We take the SAM signal (A2þrg (t))sin(2pDft), as an

example to analytically show how AM noise rg(t) increases

the value of PE(Df). Here the effect of white noise on the en-

velope is ignored as its intensity is very low compared with

that of the AM noise. The Fourier transform (FT) of the OU

process g(t) can be easily derived from its differential

equation:

F½gðtÞ� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
2c
p

cþ i2pf
: (A1)

Thus, FT of the SAM can also be calculated:

F½EðtÞ� ¼ A2F½sinð2pDftÞ� þ rF½gðtÞ� 	 F ½sinð2pDftÞ�

¼ �iA2dðf � Df Þ þ r
ffiffiffiffiffi
2c
p

½ic� 2pðf � Df Þ� (A2)

where * denotes the convolution operation. Thus, the power

spectral density of the SAM can be obtained as

PEðf Þ ¼ A2
2dðf � Df Þ þ 2c½r2 þ A2dðf � Df Þ�

c2 þ 4p2ðf � Df Þ2
: (A3)

Thus, Eq. (13) clearly shows that PE(f) has a peak at Df. The

second term in Eq. (A3) is the positive contribution of AM

noise that increases the value of PE(Df). Larger r broadens

the width of this peak and increases the noise floor.

In order to understand the mechanism why AM noise

decreases the height of PR(Df) shown in Fig. 4, we can also

estimate PR(f) for the LIF model and for the LIFDT model

when Df is in the vicinity of intrinsic frequency. For simplicity,
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we can approximate the spike times as a periodic component

plus a random uncorrelated component sk, as in Ref. 45: tk
¼ k/Dfþ sk. The periodic component arises because upstrokes

of the envelope and spike events are nearly in a 1:1 correspon-

dence. sk is a set of random variables and arise from the sour-

ces of noise in the dynamics, namely, the AM noise g and the

additive noise n. sk is assumed independent of sl for any l= k
and they are assumed to share same mean zero and same prob-

ability density function /(s). The approximation of power

spectra of such constant frequency spike train with jitter has be

given by45

PRðf Þ ¼ Df ½1� jUðf Þj2 þ Df jUðf Þj2
X

k

dðf � kDf Þ� (A4)

where U(f) is the Fourier transform of probability density

function /(s). The first two terms of Eq. (A4) are continuous

and produce the noise floor of the power spectra of spike

trains. The last term, demonstrated as discrete spectral peaks

as shown in Fig. 4 and weighted by |U(f)|2, reflects the under-

lying periodicity of spike train. For simplicity, sk follows a

Gaussian distribution with mean zero and standard deviation

rs. By substituting the Fourier transform of its probability

density function, U fð Þ ¼ exp �2pr2
s f 2

� �
, into Eq. (A4), we

have

PRðf Þ ¼ Df ½1� e�4pr2
s f 2 þ Dfe�4pr2

s f 2
X

k

dðf � kDf Þ�:

(A5)

The spectral peaks have equal height in the absence of noise

(i.e., rs¼ 0). However, with noise, the highest peak is

located at Df, since exp �4pr2
s f 2

� �
decays with f. This height

decreases with increasing rs (or equivalently with increasing

r in the AM noise).
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